December Economic and Market Outlook
Each December I normally review and analyze the major economic and business trends that are
driving equity and debt prices for the year. Because I think risks are rising, this December I want
to focus on those risks with a model I developed over the years to help investors determine major
turning points in the markets.
Briefly the major, economic and markets events for 2015 include:


The markets have been anticipating the Federal Reserve to normalize interest rates and
raise them slightly. This has caused the dollar to strengthen



China is slowing down and is negatively impacting its major trading partners and
resource based economies: Australia, Canada, Brazil, Indonesia, Venezuela, Russia….



Continued low oil prices and it impact on the oil industry, energy stock and bond
valuations.



Growing risks in the Middle East ( ISIS, Syria, Russia, Iraq, Iran)



Increased M & A activity



Increased stock buyback programs and dividends



The strong dollar and low oil prices have hurt earnings in 2015.
Model to Identify Major Turning Points in Markets

Historically, analysts and economists have been very bad at identifying inflection points in the
market and economy. In Dr. Jeremy Siegel’s seminal book Stocks for the Long Run, he writes
“Wall Street employs so many economists desperately trying to predict the next recession or
upturn since doing so dramatically increases returns. But the predicting exact business-cycle
turning points is extremely poor.”
As Dr. Siegel is pointing out by identifying these inflection points in the market, at the top you
can minimize your losses and raise cash. At the bottom you have the cash to deploy and pick up
some great bargains, and usually buy and hold for the next bull market. Bottoms and riding the
next bull market is where you can make the best returns, with reduced risks.
Because of this, I’ve worked on my own model to identify major turning points in the market.
I think the problem with economists and analysts is that they tend to focus only on the indicators,
tools from their own discipline.
My model borrows from three main disciplines: economics, fudnamental anlaysis, and technical
analysis.
Below is my model:
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The model has 5 sections: 1. technical analysis of topping major reversal patterns 2. technical
analysis oscillators/indicators 3. fundamentals of markets and stocks 4. economic indicators 5.
external, international events.
Over the next few weeks, I will explain each section.
In this report I will explain the first section: technical analysis of topping major reversal patterns.
In Economics 100, leading, coincident and lagging indicators are taught to help in forecasting the
economy. According to the study of economics, the best leading economic indicators are market
indicators. The markets are very anticipatory, and normally lead the economy. It does pay to pay
attention to what the markets are telling us.
Many times markets that are reversing from bull markets to bear markets are followed by
recessions. Not all bear markets forecast recessions. Below is a table I put together to show the
many bear markets that have occurred since 1917.

There are several definitions for bear markets. The simplest definition is a fall in prices of more
than 20% from its peak. The average decline in the bear markets identified above is about 36%.

I count 17 bear markets since 1917. The yellow shaded years indicate 4 bear markets (in terms of
decline) without a recession. This means bear markets have anticipated 76% of recessions since
1917. Not bad!
I co-wrote a technical analysis course. The best thing about the course is it’s free. It’s also very
good. It has exercises, quizzes and tests. I also use charts with real examples, unlike most
technical analysis courses and books. Click here to take the course.
Section 4 is probably the most important section of the course, as it explains major reversal
patterns, by definition are patterns that occur at major reversals in the markets. The current
market has developed a topping umbrella pattern also called a rounding top:

Now let’s look at my first technical section for my model:

Let’s analyze the chart above and complete this section of my model.
This part of the model is forecasting a 62.5% probability of a bear market.
The probability would be higher but prices did recover from the breaking of a 200-day moving
average and major long-term trend line. In August, when the markets declined the model was
forecasting a much higher probability of a bear market because the filters for determining
breaking of a long-term trendline were met. The score in the filter section did fall because the
markets did recover some of its losses.
Below are the technicals that are red flags:
1. The market has developed an umbrella pattern, also known as rounding tops.

According to my research and the table on page 3, most market tops, major reversal patterns are
umbrella/rounding patterns.
2. Prices are essentially at the same level as they were a year ago. The umbrella/rounding pattern
has taken about one year to develop (a major reversal pattern, because it took about one year to
build and we can see a long-term umbrella/rounding pattern).
The longer it takes to build a pattern, the more serious the pattern is and consequence it will be.
According to my research and the table on page 3, most major reversal patterns/tops on average
take about 14 months to run its course, and the bull market ends and the bear markets start.
Of course topping patterns can be shorter or longer than the average of 14 months. Below is a
chart of the Russell 2000 Index (symbol RUT), an index of small-cap stocks:

The RUT has been topping for about 2 years. The RUT did make new highs this year, but pulled
back to its topping pattern.
Earnings are expected to be better next year (more on this in next month’s 2016 Economic and
Market Outlook), so the markets could make new highs next year, but with risks rising, higher
prices may not be sustained, similar to the RUT this year.
3. The Dow is up over 100%, and the S & P and RUT are up over 200%.
At the beginning of each bull market, prices and valuations are low, and dividend yields are
higher. At the end of a bull market we have the opposite: higher prices and valuations and low
dividend yields.
The average bull market is up about 120%. Most major indexes for the current bull market are up
more than the average bull market.
Below is a table that shows the performance of each bull market going back to 1962:

Below is a chart of the market tops since 2000:

The major market indexes are all waving technical red flags, similar to 2000, and 2007 (and most
bear markets).
My next report will focus on the oscillators and the fundamentals.

